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Satellite structure in laser-assisted charge-transfer cross sec ions

Y. P. Hsu and R. E. Olson
Department ofPhysics, University ofMissouri R—olla, Ro/la, Missouri 6540i

(Received 28 May 1985)

A six-state coupled-channel calculation has been erf
co ision H +Na+Aco. A reatlwm+

as een pe ormed on the laser-assisted charge-transfer

collisions if the hoton ener is
H . g eatly en anced charge-transfer cross section is observed f 1o serve or ow-energy

i e p o on energy is matched to the classical satellite frequency. This frequenc is
determined by the location of an extremum in the diff f ' '

er-in e s erence o potential energies between the laser-
pumped initial and final molecular states. The stationary-phas th d h b-p ase me o as een used to reproduce

e genera eatures and the magnitude of the cross-section structure.

INTRODUCTION

Satellite spectra of metal atoms perturbed by foreign
gases at thermal energies have been under continuo

1—3
n sinuous

study, both experimentally and theoretically. In
act the theoretical understanding of the phenomenon has

made possible the deduction of various interatomic poten-
tials and transition moments from experimental photon-
emission spectra. ' In this article we have investigated
the satellite structure produced by laser-assisted charge-
transfer collisions at an energy high above thermal ener-
gies but still sufficiently low so that semiclassical approxi-
mations can be used. The two classes of studies men-
tioned above should completnent each other in the under-
standing of the nature of intermolecular forces.

Our investigation indicates that various semiclassical
approximations that have some success in explaining the
satellite spectra at thermal energies are not adequate for
moderate energy collisions. Therefore, we have derived a
new formula which can explain the laser-assisted charge-
transfer satellite spectra. Most significantly, the spectra
on either side of the satellite frequency can be treated uni-
ormly within the stationary-phase approximation. No ad
oc assumption about extending the spectra formula from

t e bright side (the classically accessible region) to the
dark side (the classically forbidden region) has to be made.

The system which we focus on is the cross-beam
charge-transfer reaction:

H++Na(3s)+duo —+H(n =2)+Na+ .

i%a; = e;a;+v (P; i (p+ A)
i P~ )ai

p$ (P; iH'i)1)ai+O(v, v. Ay, Ay ), (2)
J

where a; is the transition amplitude to the ith Born-
Oppenheimer (BO) molecular state, et is the ith state
eigenenergy, and (P; i

(P+A)

if'�)

and (P; iH'

if'�)

are
he laser-induced coupling and collision-induced matrix

elements, respectively. The nuclear trajectory, which is
assumed to be linear, is described by

R(t)=b+vt . (3)

.00

Finally the cross section to the &th state can be obtained
through

tT;= f 2mbdb ia; i. (4)

Shown in Fig. 1 is the energy diagram of the relevant
NaH+ molecular levels. The molecular-state calculations
employed the pseudopotential method and are identical to
those described in Ref. 8. Note that because of the degen-
eracy o .H(n =2) states and various level crossings we
have determined it is necessary to do a six-state coupled-
channel calculation. In the laser-frequency range which

The inc&dent relative nuclear velocities are set at U =0.005
and 0.01 a.u. , respectively. The laser employed has a
power density of 1 GW/cm and a polarization vector I'
parallel to the collision velocity v. At these velocities it is
valid to use the molecular-state expansion method within
the impact-parameter formalism to describe the scattering
process. The calculation method used has been described
in detail in a previous paper, and will not be repeated
here.

THEORETICAL METHOD AND RESULTS
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In summary, we have solved the following coupled
equations:

FICx. 1. Calculated potential energies for the 1X, 2X, 3X, 4X,
5II, and 6II BO molecular states of (NaH)+.
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FIG. 2. Energy difference between 1X and 2X and between
1X and 5H states are plotted here.

FICx. 3. Total charge-transfer cross sections for an incident
nuclear velocity of 0.01 a.u. are plotted against applied laser fre-
quencies. The triangles. are the data computed through solving
Eq. (2). The solid curve is due to a semiclassical approximation
explained in the text.

we use, electron capture to the 2X and 5m states dom-
inates the collision process. The difference potentials be-
tween the 1X and 2X states, e2j, and between the 1X and
5m. states, @5~, are shown in Fig. 2. There is an extremum
in @2~ located at R, =13.81 a.u. , the satellite point. The
magnitude of uzi at that point is about 0.0473 a.u. For a
laser frequency of coi & co„Fig. 2 shows that there are two
resonance points, R„and R,b, via which transitions to
the 2X state are possible. At the frequency co„ there is
only one resonance point R„ the satellite point. For
co2 & co„ there exists no resonance, and is termed the clas-
sically forbidden region. The case for transition to the 5m.

state is much simpler; for co &0.06 a.u. there is only one
resonance point such as R, shown in Fig. 2.

Let us discuss the case with an incident velocity of 0.01
a.u. first. The total charge-transfer cross section to the
H(n =2) levels, the 2X, 3X, and 5ir molecular states, was
obtained by solving the coupled equations given by Eq.
(2). The results are presented in Fig. 3, where the cross
section is plotted against the applied laser frequency. A
prominent peak located on the bright side of the satellite
frequency co, is observed, followed by a quantum undula-
tion. The satellite peak can be attributed to the cohej.'ence
effect of two closed-by resonance points in the 1X to 2X
transition. On the dark side where ~ ~co„ the cross sec-
tion decays as expected exponentially. Since the computer
calculation is quite time consuming, it is advantageous to
derive a simple semiclassical formula that can qualitative-
ly explain the satellite spectra.

Applying first-order perturbation theory and keeping
only the laser-induced terms which are dominant at low
collision velocities, we can integrate Eq. (2) to obtain'

I.; R' cos
a;(R ';co)

dR'
AU

(5)

where

R'dR'
a;(R;co)= (e; i fico) z-

b (R' Iz )— (6)

e;i(R)L;(R)= X
(iXIz

I
IX)

b

—(iII Ix
I
1X)

(7)

In Eq. (7), either the transition-matrix element along the
molecular axis or perpendicular to the molecular axis
should be used according to whether the ith state is a X
state or a H state.

Since the collision velocity is low, the contribution to
the phase integral in (5) comes mainly from the stationary
points. Let us consider transitions to the 2X state first.
As discussed earlier, for the transition to the 2X state we
have two stationary points, R„and R,b, if co&co, . A
quadratic expansion about each stationary point for the
phase function az leads us directly to

I (2X I& I
IX& IR,;

b flU

' 2 1/2
d

dR &2i
~ei

'
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and

8+e R„~Ao
~

co

i =a,b C dR
(9)

2i i/3+ z

I ~z
I

'=
(fiu)

2
f
Ao [co

Note that in Eqs. (8) and (9) we have added the contri-
bution from each stationary point incoherently. For
co »co„Eq. (9) is adequate, but for co close to co„ it begins
to break down. In fact the formula fails at co„where in
the denominator the first derivative of uzi is zero. Fur-
thermore, when the two stationary points are close to each
other, the coherence effect can no longer be neglected.
Thus, higher-order corrections are needed.

A cubic expansion about the stationary points has been
developed by Sando and Womhoudt. In fact they have
argued that a cubic expansion about the outer stationary
point R,s was sufficient because the cubic-degree expan-
sion polynomial automatically produced a second mirror
stationary point, which for co close to co, should simulate
the inner stationary point R„. Based on this approxima-
tion we can obtain from Eq. (5)

2 ( —z)~ —'[A ( z)+iB ( ——z)sgn(a' ')] (15)

continued into this region such that (de@i/dR
~

) be-
comes negative. The Airy function then behaved like an
exponentially decaying function. This assumption, which
enjoys moderate success in explaining the thermal-energy
spectral data, is intuitively appealing but not quite con-
vincing. A plot of the transition cross section cr2, ob-
tained through Eq. (10), against the full computer result is
shown in Fig. 4. As can be seen from the graph, the
Sando-Womhoudt approximation is adequate only for
co &0.0492 a.u. , the immediate region around co, . It fails
to reproduce either the satellite peak or the shoulder
around cu =0.055 a.u.

A second approach in using the cubic expansion
method which suppresses the unwanted mirror stationary
points is the uniform stationary-phase approximation
(USPA) developed by Carrier. 'z The idea is to replace the
Airy function A;( —z) by

where

A;( —z)
~b

~

~(3)
~

2/3 (10)
where B; is the Airy function of the second kind, " and
then sum up the contribution from each trajectory-
available stationary point. Eq. (5) now becomes

Rs d&2& 2b

where

28/3 2e 2

(iriu) c

'2

i =a, b
(16)

R,
(R 2 b 2)1/2 (12)

= ' '/[~ '"~ '/(2& ) 'j (13)
I'2. 0-

/I; is the Airy function of the first kind. " Note that in
Eqs. (11) and (12), the trajectory factors and d ezi/dR are
set at R„ the approximate midpoint between the two sta-
tionary points. This kind of averaging procedure is valid
for an co close to co, . If co is very close to co, such that e2i
is harmonic around R„ then

2

(R —R, )
dR

oI 8 0E

Qol

0.0
0.040 0.045

I

0.050 0.055

+ Ca. u. )

0.060 0.065

d E'2)
2

dR
i'(co —co, )

1/2

(14)

Equation (10) was developed for co&co, . For co&co„
there is no stationary point on the e2& curve. Sando and
Womhoudt then assumed Eq. (14) could be analytically

FIG. 4. Charge-transfer cross sections to the 2X state for an
incident nuclear velocity of 0.01 a.u. are plotted against applied
laser frequencies. The triangles are the computed data through
solving Eq. (2). The dashed line is due to Sando-
Womhoudt —type approximation using Eq. (10), the dashed-
dotted line is due to USPA-type approximation using Eq. (16),
and the solid line is due to a new approximation using Eq. (18).
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A'u fzu
(3)f/3cosgA;(z)+sjn

0 ifb&R„. .

8;(—z) if b &R„

Note that the upper set of signs should be applied at R,s
where diaz&/dR & 0, while the lower set of signs should be
applied at R«where de~/dR &0. The parameters a' ',
a', and z are similar to those in the Sando-%'omhoudt
case except that they are to be evaluated at each relevant
stationary point R„ instead of at R, . The new parameter

also to be evaluated at each R„., is defined as
g=-,' (z)'".

For co »co„Eq. (16) will reduce to Eq. (8), a Landau-
Zerner —type formula, while at co=co, it agrees with Eq.
(10), the Sando-Womhoudt —type formula. For co&co„
the extension of Eq. (16) using the Sando-Womhoudt ana-
lytic continuation does not produce favorable results as
can be seen from Fig. 4. For co&co, the USPA method
does produce qualitatively the right behavior of the cross
section versus co, although not quantitatively. It is cus-
tomary to employ the Sando-%'omhoudt —type formula
for co & co„and the USPA formula for co & co, for
thermal-energy satellite spectra.

The failure of the Sando-Womhoudt —type approach
hints on a new method which has been overlooked in the
literature. The method is to expand the phase function a
in Eq. (5), not around any stationary point but around the
satellite point R„which sits midway between the two sta-
tionary points. Although R, is not a stationary point for
co&co„ the cubic-degree polynomial centered at R, does
have the capacity to produce two stationary points valid
for co close to co, . More significantly this new type of
phase-function expansion can also be applied to the case
where co&co, . Since this time we do not expand a2
around any stationary point, the fact that for co&co, no
stationary point exists in a2 does not cause any conceptual
problem. An expansion around R, will therefore treat the
spectra on either side of satellite frequency co, on the same
footing and no assumption that analytic extension has to
be made. If a cubic expansion is made about R„ the tran-
sition probability becomes

211/3~2~ 2

(A'u) i
2 2

/Ao/co
i (2Xiz

i
1X) ig ' fa' 'i (2Au) ia' 'f' (18)

+cr5[based on Eq. (16)] . (19)

where a'", a' ', and a' ' are the first three derivatives of
the phase function a evaluated at R, . Note that we need
the first derivative, a"', because R, is not a stationary
point except for co=co, at which a"' is zero. A plot of cr2

using Eq. (18) for transition probability is shown in Fig. 4.
The new approximation predicts well the position and the
height of the satellite peak at co=0.0492 a.u. and the posi-
tion and the height of the shoulder at co=0.055 a.u. On
the dark side where co&co„ the formula still agrees with
the full scale numerical calculation. Beyond the first
shoulder on the bright side the new formula does not
agree that well with the computed data. This only refiects
the fact that our formula is an expansion around R, (ru, ),
therefore we cannot expect it to perform well for co »co, .

The case for transitions to the 5II state is much
simpler. In the frequency range that we are interested in,
there is only one single resonance point which is away
from its own satellite point, see Fig. 2. The USPA-type
formula which is able to handle the single resonance point
case should be used here. The transition cross section o5
is important, relative to oz, for co & co„because the classi-
cally forbidden region of 2X transition is still a classically
allowed region for the 5II transition. The total charge-
transfer cross section for charge transfer to all H(n =2)
states is therefore approximately given by

cr=o2+cr3+oz- o2[based on Eq. (18)]

The results of using Eq. (19) are plotted in Fig. 3 where
they are compared with the computed total charge-
transfer cross sation to the H(n =2) states. The agree-
ment is good up to the first shoulder point where

100.0

10.0 =

0. 10.040 0.045
I

Q. 050

4) fd. U. )

0.055

FIG. 5. Charge-transfer cross sections to the 2X state for an
incident nuclear velocity of 0.005 a.u. are plotted against applied
laser frequencies. The triangles are the computed data obtained
by solving Eq. (2). The dashed line is due to Sando-
Womhoudt —type approxiination using Eq. (10), the dashed-
dotted line is due to USPA-type approximation using Eq. (16),
and the solid line is due to a new approximation using Eq. (18).
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FIG. 6. Total charge-transfer cross sections for an incident
nuclear velocity of 0.005 a.u. are plotted against applied laser
frequencies. The triangles are the data computed through solv-
ing Eq. (2). The solid curve is due to a semiclassical approxima-
tion explained in the text.

co=0.055 a.u. Note that the magnitude of o.
5 is only

—10% that of cr2 at co=0.441 a.u. , the first data point
shown.

Lowering the incident nuclear velocity will have two ef-
fects on the satellite spectra. First of all, a lower nuclear
velocity means that it takes longer for the colliding system
to travel through the resonance regions, and therefore a
larger charge-transfer cross section for co & co, can be real-
ized. On the other hand, the more stringent requirement
of observing the "resonance condition" will further
suppress the cross section for co~co, . Thus, we expect a
faster drop of the cross section from the satellite peak to
the first shoulder on the spectroscopic bright side. We
shall also see a closer shoulder to the satellite point co, .
A11 these predictions are born out by the calculational re-
sults given in Figs. 5 and 6, where the charge-transfer

cross section for the incident velocity of 0.005 a.u. is
displayed.

Figure 5 shows that the analytical formula we derived,
Eq. (18), predicts the height and the position of the satel-
lite peak quite well; the charge-transfer cross section to
the 2X state has a peak of 14X10 ' cm, occurring
around co=0.092 a.u. Equation (18) also describes well
the magnitude and the position (around to=0.0521 a.u.)

of the first shoulder. However, the Sando-
Womhoudt —type approximation, Eq. (10), agrees with the
computed data only in the vicinity of the satellite points
to, . It fails either to predict the existence of a shoulder in
the spectra or to describe the computed data for the re-
gion where co &0.0457 a.u. , the deep classically forbidden
region. The USPA-type approximation, Eq. (16), again
only qualitatively explains the bright-side data and fails
completely in explaining the dark-side spectra.

As for the total charge-transfer cross section shown in
Fig. 6, Eq. (19) which we derived earlier, describes the
spectra reasonably well. Note that at co=0.0441 a.u. , the
first data point shown, the contribution from the SII tran-
sition makes up a larger percentage (about 15%) of the to-
tal charge-transfer cross section than before. This is due
to the fact that a lower incident velocity suppresses more
the classically forbidden 2X transition.

In conclusion, we believe that we have derived a new
formula which is able to treat the spectra on either side of
the satellite frequency uniformly. It is capable of describ-
ing the spectra near the satellite frequency while other
type approximations fail to do so, at least at the collision
energies we have studied. This comparison indicates that
the new method may be a better tool for the experimental
deduction of important intermolecular data.
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